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Abstract: The technology of demand side response introduced in distributed photovoltaic power supply was proposed in this 

paper. Analyzing the applicability of demand response which established by distributed photovoltaic, presenting system 

implementation architecture and basic technical requirements. Without considering the input of energy storage equipment, 

establishing the demand response model in the active distributed network based on combination of power prediction, load 

forecasting and weather mode prediction. The technical characteristics of system power, load and environment was analyzed, and 

the security and economy of distributed generation integration was followed by analyzed. The model will improve the 

performance of renewable energy operation and consumption, the reliable and economic access capability of large-scale 

distributed photovoltaic system in the active distribution network. 
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1. Introduction 

With the recent aggravation of environmental pollution, 

energy conservation and sustainable energy development 

faces great opportunities. Renewable energy has become the 

best choice. High permeability distributed power access has 

changed the traditional operation mode of the distribution 

network. The development tendency of the grid is to "active 

distribution network" [1-2]. The renewable generation 

resources attitudes of distribution network are changed from 

past passive restrictions to active guidance and use [3]. 

Compared with large centralized power generation [4], 

distributed power has been rapidly developed because of 

benefits which include reduced the distance between customer 

and load, increased flexibility and reduced investment costs. 

Despite the numerous benefits, there are several challenges 

faced by Distributed Power Grid security access because of its 

intermittent and fluctuation features [5]. This is also currently 

the focus of research literature. Literature [6-7] proposed a 

containing distributed power supply distribution network fault 

analysis simulation model and positioning strategy from the 

point of distribution feeder fault analysis and positioning. The 

literature [8] studied the branch feeder protection of the 

distributed power from the perspective of line protection. The 

literature [9-10] discussed the effect of distribution static 

voltage network Stability and voltage reactive power control 

when distributed power access. The literature [11-13] have 

researched from the perspective of the distribution network 

access distributed power capacity, analyzed the distributed 

power accessible capacity under harmonic constraints and 

load balancing distribution conditions, or the capacity limit 

under extreme conditions. 

From the above literature review, we could find that current 

technology research focus is mainly consider how to safely 

and effectively access the distributed power from grid side, 

and then to propose solutions to the problem may be caused 

after the access. But there are two aspects problems of these 

methods. One side, deal with the problem by focusing on how 

to solve the problems appear later, rather than how to 

prevention upfront by technical characteristics of distributed 
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power. The other side, power grid plan did not fully consider 

distributed power supply participating in, that lack of 

interaction, so appear the situation that one side the maximum 

planned power generation output, the other side the distributed 

power supply is also by the maximum power output. It is a 

waste of resources and also a risk of the power grid, the 

security and economy of the distributed power are not well 

reflected. Although the economic efficiency can improved by 

using the energy storage device in the distributed power 

system, but it is generally used in large centralized power 

generation and micro-grid pilot, consider of the current price 

and service life of the energy storage device, it is not economic 

and realistic by applying to the user-side smaller distributed 

power. 

With the development of demand response technology 

[14-15], the power users can actively participate in 

energy-use planning [16], and also improve their energy 

efficiency enthusiasm. The literature [17-18] pointed out that 

demand response is an active distribution network technology, 

it reflects the initiative of the active distribution network. The 

literature [19-20] focuses on analyzing the necessity of 

realize the demand side response technology in future new 

power system. This paper combined the technology trends of 

active distribution network, taking into consideration 

photovoltaic power generation (PV) as main style of the 

current distributed power applications, introduces distributed 

power demand response technology in PV. By combining the 

features of distributed photovoltaic capacity is not large, 

position flexible, and also without considering the poor 

economy of energy storage device, this paper further 

proposed demand response model under the active 

distribution network. The model implements real-time 

interaction between distributed PV systems and demand side 

management system to achieve a balance between supply and 

demand. It is also avoiding the waste of energy, improving 

distributed photovoltaic grid security and economy, and 

guaranteeing a reliable consumption of high permeability 

distributed power in the active distribution network. 

2. Distributed PV Demand Response 

System Analysis 

2.1. Distributed PV Applicability Analysis 

Active distribution network as a frontier branch of the smart 

grid, its internal distribution network mainly be composed by 

highly permeable distributed power, and the distributed power 

has two-way flow. The distributed power mainly types has 

solar power, wind power and micro-gas turbine power and so 

on. These various types of features are described below: 

PV as the most suitable promotion for renewable energy 

power generation forms, it has been used widely in European 

countries. Follow "Spontaneous self-use, the balance online, 

the power grid adjust" principles, china made clear that it 

adjust participation function in the power grid. Compared to 

other forms of distributed generation, PV has features of not 

high installation conditions and a wide range of capacity, 

making it very suitable for the industrial, commercial and 

residential power users, so it is the main body of the 

distributed power at present. 

Wind power is the main form of renewable energy in recent 

years, because of its power strict restrictions on the installation 

location, it is not suitable for the urban environment or the 

lack of wind resource areas, only some remote areas, islands 

users have strong applicability. 

Micro-turbine generation has the multi-fuel, low fuel 

consumption and high controllability features, it is suitable for 

urban and remote rural areas, but because of its high fuel 

reserves requirements, its applicability is weak compared to 

the previous renewable energy sources. 

From the foregoing, different types of distributed power can 

be used as a user-side resource to participate in the distribution 

network of interactive response, and PV is considered to be 

the dominant species of distributed power supply. PV 

grid-connected is realized by the power electronic devices, 

and technically provide protection for participating in power 

grid power or reactive voltage adjustment, without additional 

investment compensation device. At the same time, the 

existing distributed power supply is mainly photovoltaic. But 

PV is affected by weather conditions, and the system was not 

configured by any energy storage device, so, intermittent and 

volatility in the photovoltaic process a significant impact on 

the safety and stability of the grid. If there is no effective 

control and regulation technology, after the formation of 

large-scale, it will seriously endanger the safe operation of the 

original grid. 

2.2. Containing Distributed Photovoltaic Intelligent 

Management Unit Demand Response System 

To solve the distributed PV scale access and consumption in 

active distribution network, and achieve security and economy, 

demand response mechanism can be introduced in the 

distributed photovoltaic to coordinate source, network and 

load operation. Response mechanism of the distributed PV 

demand side is achieved by intelligent management unit 

which installed in each system. Figure 1 shows the system 

structure, distributed intelligent management unit is 

responsible for the real-time status acquisition, monitoring 

and controlling of the various components in the system. 

According to number, size, scope of the system components 

nodes and the type of information, communication forms can 

chose fiber, low-voltage power line carrier, wireless Ethernet 

or other means of communication. According to real-time data 

state within the system and demand side response strategy, 

intelligent units generate real-time response information. 

Demand side management system is installed in the master 

system side, collecting and analyzing the current response 

information, combining with the current power grid operation 

to release information, realize real-time interaction with 

various distributed photovoltaic equipment, and achieve 

management control of distributed photovoltaic output. 

Protecting the current distribution network safe operation 

when distributed PV in maximize output, and achieve security 

and economy. 
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Figure 1. Containing distributed photovoltaic intelligent management unit the demand response system. 

3. Distributed PV Secure and Economic 

Response Model 

3.1. Distributed PV Demand Side Response Achieve 

Foundation 

Demand side response technology guide the user to use less 

electricity in peak and more electricity in valley by policy 

setting and economic incentives, which can improve energy 

efficiency, optimize the power consumption, ease the shortage 

pressure, low the cost of electricity. Unlike the inherent power 

consumption mode, its essence is changing the traditional grid 

user role from passive to active. Power users actively 

participate in making the variety of electrical safety economic 

policy of grid demand side, to achieve win-win results. The 

literature [21] researched the demand response technology 

implementation in smart home technology application. The 

literature [22] proposed the demand response technology 

implementation methods in micro power grid. The literature 

[23] introduced demand side response technology in electric 

vehicle orderly charging. Each results of literature show that 

application of demand response technology enhanced the 

utilization of corresponding electrical energy system, so the 

introduction of distributed photovoltaic demand response 

technology is a viable technical solution. To achieve this 

technology, the construction of distributed grid PV system 

needs to have certain technical foundation, the corresponding 

function are described in Table 1: 

Table 1. Distributed PV demand response system technical foundation. 

Infrastructure Function 

Distributed Intelligent 

management unit 

Distributed PV energy management unit, is responsible for the real-time status monitoring and controlling of the various 

components in the system，has the ability to communicate with the lower layer various components, or the upper layer demand 

side management system of the master. 

Communication network 

Data transmission network of two-way communication between the various components within the distributed photovoltaic and 

distributed intelligent management unit, the communication network can be composed of optical fibre, power line carrier, 

Ethernet or wireless, etc. 

Data Management and 

Analysis 
Achievement of the distributed PV field operations data storage and analyze, is the basis of the specific demand side response. 

Remote control 
Master system can achieve real-time remote control of the each distributed PV key components through communications 

network. 

Information Release 
Achievement of the stable safety margin of power distribution system and the release of real-time information of the distributed 

photovoltaic current operating mode. 

 

3.2. Distributed PV Demand Side Response Model 

Demand response technology model is currently established 

more according to the price incentives. The literature [24] 

established client TOU(Time Of Use) response model by the 

demand price which elasticity analysis user power consumption 

change follow the change of price. The literature [25] 

established the demand response model by simulated the 

behavior characteristic of power users when use the TOU. The 

literature [26] researched the behavior of demand side from 

micro power grid optimization market economy, established the 

demand response model and developed simulation evaluation. 

This paper, the distributed photovoltaic demand response model 

established from the viewpoint of grid economic planning， 

focused on the interaction between both ends, and achieved a 

balance between supply and demand without considering the 

source storage equipment investment. At the same time, the 

volatility and intermittent of distributed PV is mainly caused by 

weather conditions, different weather conditions has different 

output, so distributed PV demand response model need to 

consider weather model prediction. Compared to the current 

grid distributed PV which according to the maximum power 

output, the power output of distributed PV which have achieved 

demand response technology is dynamically regulated, the 
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demand response signal for grid is an analysis result by 

integrated multiple parameters which including grid demand 

side management publication, distributed PV power prediction 

and load forecasting, weather model. Distributed PV demand 

side response implementation is shown in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2. Distributed PV demand side response implementation. 

Distributed PV intelligent management unit measures and 

monitors the various intelligence components of the system, to 

acquire the real-time status of each component by 

communication network. Implementation of power prediction, 

load forecasting and weather model prediction requires the 

system power output, load nature and environmental 

characteristics meet the technical requirements, the specific 

features are described as follows: 

(1) Power Output 

Distribution network topology including distributed PV is 

not the radial, the active/reactive power levels and direction is 

different in access point, therefore the direction of energy flow 

no longer is from the root node to the load end along the 

distribution line. Power flow of distributed PV at the access 

point has the following 3 kinds (DPP: distributed PV active 

power output, DPL: distributed PV load power): 

1) DPP < DPL: The distribution network provide active 

power at the access point, active trend direction has not 

changed. 

2) DPP = DPL: The distribution network provide active 

power output is 0 at the access point, so all access point load 

consumption of power provided by the distributed PV. 

3) DPP > DPL: The distributed PV reverse injection of 

active power to distribution network at access point, active 

trend direction contrary to the original. 

(2) Load Nature 

Difference from the fixed load of the traditional distribution 

network, the load under the active power distribution network 

is no longer a single species, some of which can response 

mechanism to adjust the grid, actively participate in grid 

scheduling. Based on different levels of participation grid 

scheduling, load will be divided into uncontrollable load, 

controllable load and adjustable load three categories. 

Uncontrollable load: traditional load, whose features is that 

electricity demand is relatively fixed, is the main part of the 

current distribution network load. 

Controllable Load: also called interruptible load, its 

realization usually by sign a contract or agreement with 

electric power company, when the system peak or emergency 

it can be interrupted or reduced, it is an important guarantee to 

achieve demand response. 

Adjustable Load: that can’t fully respond to power grid 

scheduling. To some extent, it can be able to follow the 

time-price ladder and other boot mechanisms to regulate its 

electricity needs, participate in demand response. 

(3) Environmental Characteristics 

Because the output of distributed PV is affected by weather 

conditions, so this paper combined the impact of weather on 

distributed renewable energy output, defined three weather 

models: good, normal and bad. In good mode, get the optimal 

utilization of renewable energy, in the normal mode, the 

utilization of renewable energy is medium, in the bad mode, 

the utilization of renewable energy is very small. Distributed 

power can switch in the three modes intelligently, switch 

between various states transition is shown in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3. Three models of weather conditions. 

3.3. Distributed PV Secure and Economic Demand 

Response Achieve 

The distributed PV secure and economic demand response 

is achieved through two-way communication between the 

master demand management system and the distributed 

intelligent management unit. Demand management is 

responsible for the management and regulation of overall 

distribution lines according to the power prediction and load 

forecasting of the unit, timing or real-time release relevant 

secure and economic policy, ensure system safety and 

economical. The implementation model is shown in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4. Distributed PV secure and economic implementation model. 

Distributed photovoltaic intelligent management unit can 

obtain the relevant demand side management published 

strategies, response the corresponding strategies, and manage 

the various components of subsystem. The core work of 

distributed photovoltaic intelligent management unit is to 

realize distributed photovoltaic power prediction and load 

forecasting, according to a predetermined time (day and 15 

minutes) obtain power output curve in the short term, 

participant demand response, reduce volatility and 

randomness of distributed photovoltaic. Power prediction 

algorithm include: neural network algorithm [27], support 

vector machine algorithm [28], based on Markov chain 

algorithm [29], and so on. 

At the same time, power prediction need to use an weather 

model estimate its influence, the weather model prediction can 

use Monte Carlo simulation algorithm [30], to assess the 

following weather state, improve the accuracy of prediction of 

the distributed PV output. 

To achieve a flexible demand response, load forecasting use 

month and year for the long-term forecasting, also use day and 

15 minutes ultra-short-term or short-term load forecasting. 

Forecasting methods use prediction algorithm based on time 

series and the index smoothing algorithm [31]. 

Based on the above technology, the distributed PV demand 

response security and economy reflect as follows: 

(1) Security reflect 

The security of model realized through short time (15 

minutes) power load forecasting, monitor and predict by every 

15 minutes to solve intermittent and volatility characteristics 

of distributed photovoltaic. It is minimize the fault solution 

time. Specific Security content includes line safety and load 

safety, as follows: 

Line safety: Compared with traditional distributed PV 

maximum power operating mode, using demand response 

technology make power output is controllable. Through the 

intelligent management unit, the trend of nodes is subject to 

monitored by demand side management system, avoiding that 

the changed trend impact on corresponding feeder protection 

devices, and causing refusing, misoperation and other serious 

security hidden danger. 

Load safety: Achieved important load priority power supply 

protection. When the grid load is too large or failure, 

regulating common load or scheduling nearby distributed PV 

output, maximize guarantee power supply security of the 

important load. 

(2) Economy reflect 

It different from which traditional power generation output 

is according to the year plan and unilateral largest planning 

delivery, the economic model is realized by daily power 

output and load forecasting. Demand side management 

intelligent scheduling each distributed PV output to achieve 

the economic by anticipating the next day's power output and 

load consumption. The economic is reflected as follows: 

1) Grid corporation plan a reasonable daily power 

generation strategy according to the load consumption and 

distributed PV output forecasting techniques, avoid power 

invest redundant caused by demand imbalance, save fuel and 

energy storage equipment investment, and reduce line losses. 

2) Make the best of renewable energy, provide power 

support for the load according to nearby principle, reduce 

transmission costs and improve low-carbon economy. 

3) Improve the capability of the distributed PV access the 

distribution network, adapt to the development of large-scale 

distributed PV, delay the investment for the modification of 

the original power grid capacity because of the economic 

development and load increases. 

At the same time, because of the distributed PV systems not 

consider the energy storage device, increasing the flexibility 

and practicality of distributed PV applications, reducing the 

investment and maintenance costs, further improving the 

economy. 

4. Conclusion 

Active distribution network has made full attention and 

rapid development as the direction of the power grid for 

absorption large-scale distributed power in recent years, 

related supporting technology is gradually improving. At 

the same time, demand side response technology changed 

the traditional electric power consumption mode, achieved 

the electricity market users to actively participate in power 

management. It plays an important role in raising electricity 

utilization efficiency, optimizing electricity using, 

alleviating the power shortage pressure and reducing power 

cost. This paper introduced demand side response 

technology into distributed PV system, combined with 

power prediction, load forecasting and weather model, 

proposed the security and economy of distributed 

photovoltaic demand side response model. It proposed a 

feasible technical solutions for the active power distribution 

network acceptance of large-scale distributed PV. However, 

from the current relevant literature and technological 

achievements, we can see that the active distribution grid 

technologies and demand side response technologies are at 

the exploratory study stage, and not mature, key 

technologies of the model such as related algorithm 

accuracy and evaluation need to depth research. 
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